
SEE AND SECURE YOUR DATA AND DEVICES

Endpoints go dark, data drifts without notice, cloud apps add another layer 
of complexity, users neglect security policies, and controls are disabled 
daily. Over time, endpoints accumulate security debt and are prone to 
compromise when exposures turn into exploits. 

IT operations and security teams need to see, understand, and resolve 
hidden risks within their device population. They require asset intelligence 
across every endpoint, device and data analytics to unmask compliance 
failures, and automated endpoint hygiene to improve their security posture 
in the face of growing threats.

ASSET INTELLIGENCE

Persistent Endpoint Visibility: On and Off the Network

Absolute eliminates dark endpoints. Our patented Persistence™ technology is already embedded in the firmware of the devices of 
over 25 leading manufactuers including Dell, HP and Lenovo. Because of these exclusive partnerships, you get unrivaled visibility and 
control of all of your endpoints — whether they are on or off your corporate network.

Uncover endpoint hygiene gaps to decrease exposures and risk of compromise. Identify disabled security controls, sensitive data at-
risk, and user activity or negligence with your devices, data, users, and apps.

Your Success Criteria:

Embedded & Self-Healing
The only platform powered by self-
healing technology embedded in your 
device’s firmware

Software Analytics
Detect changes to applications, while 
capturing unauthorized software on any 
device

Encryption & Anti-Malware Monitoring
Flag devices where encryption or anti-
malware is disabled, and restore security 
controls — with zero human touch

Hardware Analytics
Discover every endpoint and benchmark 
devices against security policies and 
regulatory standards

Geofencing
Put a ring around your data and devices 
to enforce physical boundaries in this 
post-perimeter era

Device Utilization
Understand which devices are inactive, 
and where reallocation needs to occur

AUTOMATED ENDPOINT HYGIENE

Transform the Gold Image to Diamond: Hardened, Pure, Resilient

Absolute is the first and only endpoint visibility and control solution to persist security controls. Once activated, it never loses sight 
or control of any endpoint. IT teams extend Persistence to regenerate other applications, to maintain endpoint hygiene, and empower 
their devices with self-healing capabilities.

When endpoints drift, exposure risks are created. Absolute rips devices back into alignment and enables hardened resilience to 
avoid devastating data breaches and maintain business continuity.

D A T A S H E E T

T H E  A B S O LU T E  P L AT F O R M
THE ONLY SOLUTION FOR TAMPER-PROOF ENDPOINT VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
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Your Success Criteria:

Security that Scales
Expand endpoint control around the 
globe, gaining control across every 
device from a single cloud-based 
console

Automated Workflows
Remove the risk by automating 
remediation tasks with unique 
commands and workflows

Application Continuity
Stop disruptions to user productivity and 
business continuity with self-healing 
applications

Data Protection Assurance
Automate your data protection by 
persisting security controls such as: 
SCCM, DLP, encryption, anti-malware, 
network access enforcement

Configuration Hardening
Extend Persistence technology 
to regenerate controls, apps and 
agents on any endpoint

Lifecycle Management
Protect configurations and hygiene 
standards from the moment devices 
leave the factory

CONTINUOUS COMPLIANCE

Stay Audit-Ready with Ongoing Control Checks, Data Discovery, and Remediation Actions

The Absolute platform reaches deep into every device, discovering sensitive data at-risk, and flags endpoints lurching toward 
compliance failure. From a single, cloud-based, console IT and IT security teams validate data protection and eliminate compliance 
failures with tailored controls and custom assessments for any standard: HIPAA, GDPR, PCI, SOX as well as internal security and 
privacy policies.

Security automation and orchestration kicks on to instantly resolve violations by revising security controls and configurations, 
restoring anti-malware, or even freezing the device or isolating it from data access. Persistent visibility and control gives organizations 
what they need to be audit-ready at every moment.

Your Success Criteria:

Standards Benchmarking
Discover weaknesses and security 
failures within existing controls and 
close the compliance gap

Command Airtight Policy
Push security controls in lock-step 
with standards including: CIS, COBIT, 
NIST, SOX and internal guidelines

Endpoint Data Discovery
Pinpoint data at-risk or vulnerable to 
privacy violations such as PII, PHI, PFI 
and intellectual property

Device Tracking and Remediation
Reach missing, stolen, or lost devices 
with a digital tether to confirm endpoint 
hygiene and data protection

Endpoint Hardening
Persist apps and agents — SCCM, 
encryption, AV or VPN — from a single 
command center

Attestation
Validate data protection and compliance 
requirements with unrivaled line-of-sight 
to every device

BRING IT ALL TOGETHER
Today’s distributed organizations require persistent endpoint visibility and control. To keep pace with a mobile workforce, IT and IT 
security teams rely on the powerful fusion of asset intelligence, automated endpoint hygiene and continuous compliance. They rely 
on the Absolute platform.

To learn more about how Absolute can help you, visit: absolute.com/platform

ABOUT ABSOLUTE
Absolute empowers more than 12,000 customers worldwide to protect devices, data, applications and users against theft or attack—both 
on and off the corporate network. With the industry’s only tamper-proof endpoint visibility and control solution, Absolute allows IT to 
enforce asset management, security hygiene, and data compliance for today’s remote digital workforces. Patented Absolute Persistence™ is 
embedded in the firmware of Dell, HP, Lenovo, and 26 other manufacturers’ devices for vendor-agnostic coverage, tamper-proof resilience, 
and ease of deployment. See how it works at www.absolute.com and follow us at @absolutecorp.

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS:

DATASHEET:  THE ABSOLUTE PLATFORM
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Contact your Lenovo Sales Rep 
for more details
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